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Gulf Related is the latest in a growing line of 
impressive companies rising in the Middle East 

combining financial acumen and real estate wizardry
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ulf Related is the latest in a growing 
line of impressive companies rising in 
the Middle East combining financial 

acumen and real estate wizardry. Long 
associated with oil wealth, the region is now 
producing companies in areas as diverse as 
technology, education, renewable energy and 
development. Into that last category comes 
Gulf-Related, a real estate company based in 
Abu Dhabi, the capital of the UAE.

Gulf Related was founded in 2009 as a joint 
venture between Gulf Capital and the Related 
Companies, which have a legacy of over 50 years 
in real estate investment in the USA. Gulf Capital 
are a UAE asset manager and private equity 
investor. They specialize in GCC investment 
opportunities and have a strong portfolio of 
successful investments. Related Urban is the 

prominent New York-based developer led by 
legendary developer Ken Himmel. 

Combined, Gulf Related represents a 
formidable development organization – almost 
unparalleled even in the Middle East. Their 
portfolio, which on the Related Companies 
side includes New York developments such 
as the Time Warner Center and the Hudson 
Yards , thought to be the biggest ever US 
development in terms of cost. The Galleria 
shopping center on Abu Dhabi’s Al Maryah 
Island and now Al Maryah Central ( “AMC”) 
represent the latest additions to the portfolio. 

Peter Anderson, Development 
Director for Gulf Related
We recently spoke to Peter Anderson, 
Development Director for Gulf Related about 

the company’s plans, progress and vision. 
Mr. Anderson began by talking through 
AMC’s impressive statistics: “It is a 2.3 million 
square foot retail shopping mall. There are 2 
other elements to the project – a residential 
apartment block of around 40 floors in height 
and the other is a premium hotel with over 
100 luxury apartments on the same site as the 
shopping mall.”

The Galleria was where it all started for the 
firm in Abu Dhabi and set the tone for what 
we can expect from AMC. As Anderson says, 
“the success of The Galleria was what led us 
to being invited to develop AMC.” 

Designed by architects Elkus Manfredi, 
RFR Group and Benoy, The Galleria is part 
of a mixed-use development that features 
luxury retail and fine dining in an attractive 

waterfront setting, spread over 550,000 
square foot  and two floors and 130 outlets 
in total.

The combination of the two projects will 
create a new neighbourhood in the heart of 
Al Maryah Island, Abu Dhabi’s new financial 
district, Abu Dhabi Global Market; two luxury 
hotels – the Rosewood Abu Dhabi and 
Four Seasons Hotel (which opened in May), 
Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi, a world-class, 
364-bed multispecialty hospital and the new 
headquarters of Al Hilal Bank.

The credentials of The Galleria have been 
awarded with several international honours. 
The International Council of Shopping Centers 
(ICSC) recognized it as the ‘Best International 
Retail and Leisure Destination’ at its Global 
Retail Leisure International Awards, the 

G

“A very significant key to our success over the last  
15 years has been the renewed partnerships  

with aboriginal communities”

GULF RELATED
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Successful collaboration
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Successful collaboration could be 
said to be the unifying link between all 

successful projects. In a recent interview with 
Kevin Ryan, COO for developer Gulf Central, 
he was keen to stress the role of Brookfield 
Multiplex in the Al Maryah Central project in 
Abu Dhabi. Notably, Mr. Ryan commented how 
long Gulf Related spent looking for a partner 
before deciding Brookfield Multiplex was ideal.

In the world of construction, the name Brookfield 
Multiplex requires little introduction. Since its 
establishment in 1962, the firm has delivered 
over 900 projects across the globe. Its arrival 
in the Middle East in the 1990s coincided with 
the construction of some of the region’s most 
well-regarded developments. In many ways, the 
region’s ongoing progress is reflected in that 
of the firm.

The Al Maryah Central project is the firm’s 
latest in the region and its first collaboration 
with Gulf Central. When completed, it will house 

450, 000sqm of retail space and play host to 
over 400 separate tenants, including anchor 
tenants Macy’s and Bloomingdales. At the 
time of writing, over 90% of the procurement 
for the project has been completed, while the 
overall RC structure is past the halfway point, 
with finishes underway in many parts of the 
development.

As the main construction contractor for 
Al Maryah Central, Brookfield is playing 
a comprehensive role in the project. Its 
responsibilities have included RCC and block 
work, structural steel works for the entire 
project, MEP works, finishing works (excluding 
the tenant areas), landscaping works and 
façade works. It should be noted that all of 
this work was aided by the collaboration of 
Gulf Central, which took on the majority of the 
project’s foundation works.

The 6 tower cranes now visible on the project 
site have all been supplied by Brookfield 

Multiplex’s Plant & Equipment Division. They 
provide a reminder to onlookers not only of the 
scale of the operations, but also some indication 
of the complexity. The tower cranes have 
been planted in the development’s basement, 
creating challenges for waterproofing and 
logistics. All six will rise as the building itself 
rises, and ultimately removed when cladding 
and steelworks have finished.

Sustainability underpins Brookfield Multiplex’s 
work. Its ultimate objective is to improve the 
social and environmental outcomes associated 
with the design and construction of every one 
of their projects, along with the wellness and 
safety of their employees, end-users and the 
community at large. This is another way in 
which Brookfield Multiplex complements Gulf 

Related – both companies have adopted an 
integrated approach to delivering a sustainable 
and socially responsible mall for Abu Dhabi.
Something exciting is emerging with the Al 
Maryah Central project: aside from a beautiful 
development which promises to breathe 
new life into this corner of Abu Dhabi, a new 
collaboration has been born – that of Gulf 
Central and Brookfield Multiplex. Two reputable 
and capable firms have come together at the 
nexus of a state which is keen for development. 
That can only be good news for future projects 
Abu Dhabi and beyond.  

“They provide a reminder to onlookers not only  
of the scale of the operations, but also some  

indication of the complexity”
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Divine Detail Award of Merit on behalf of 
the American Institute of Architects Middle 
East and the GCC Hospitality and Leisure 
Project of the Year Award from Middle East  
Architect magazine.

In total, the project will amount to a real 
vote of confidence in Abu Dhabi and the future 
of its retail sector Gulf-Related is working 
with Brookfield Multiplex, a world-class  
project contractor.

“In total, the project will amount to a real vote of 
confidence in Abu Dhabi and the future of its retail sector 

Gulf-Related is working with Brookfield Multiplex,  
a world-class project contractor”

 
Impact
Projects of the scale of the The Galleria and AMC 
will inevitably have an impact on their immediate 
environment. Gulf-Related, like its parent 
company, Related, do not sell their properties; 
rather, they develop and own. This inevitably 
creates a long-term focus which pervades all their 
developments. There’s none of the pitching up 
and leaving town for the next job that one might 
sometimes expect from large development firms.
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AMC will provide a substantial boon to 
employment in the local area. Mr. Anderson 
believes that, where skilled staff are concerned, 
it will involve about 100 people: “Within the 
Gulf Related side of things, there are just over 
just over 100 people of which 75-80 of those 
are directly involved with the development of 
the project.”

Likewise, their partners, Brookfield 
Multiplex are “very committed to using as 
much local labor, local skilled labor and local 
supply chain as possible.”

“The sheer size of the project means that there will 
numerous direct and indirect opportunities for the  
Abu Dhabi community especially Emirati-owned 

construction and supply chain firms”

The sheer size of the project means that 
there will numerous direct and indirect 
opportunities for the Abu Dhabi community 
especially Emirati-owned construction and 
supply chain firms. He estimates the total 
numbers employed during construction 
running in excess of 4,000 people.

The sub-contractor market here has a 
number of Emirati owners and local businesses 
involved in it.” 

Beyond the construction phase, there’s 
something larger at stake, he says: “We’re 
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part of a master plan community here, which 
created a vision for the island. It’s going to 
become effectively a new downtown. Our 
shopping mall will create a whole lot more 
than that. They’re going to create a destination 
and give people a reason not just to work here 
but to live here, to come here at all times: to 
shop, to relax and to dine.” 

And of course, there’s also an environmental 
aspect to the project. Western press can 
sometimes portray a less-than-flattering image 
of the UAE where sustainability is concerned. 
However, the long-term sustainability goals of 
Abu Dhabi and its neighbours would put many 
western countries to shame. 

Mr. Anderson says: “We’re introducing over 
10,000 square feet of green, natural areas. 
We’re doing that on the lower levels but also 
on the upper levels. We’re also creating a park 
with water features where children can play. 
So we believe we’re creating something quite 
special here with this development.”

AMC: All go for 2018
AMC looks like building on the considerable 
success of Gulf-Related in Abu Dhabi. As a 
firm that owns and manages its properties, the 
emphasis is always on long-term, sustainable 
quality, rather than short-term economic 
realities. As Mr. Anderson told us: “For any 
development project, to be successful, you’ve 
got to undertake a lot of research into the 
local market – particularly into where there’s 
demand. Our shopping mall will be successful 
because of that.” 

He continues: “We’re happy to be part of the 
2030 plan for Abu Dhabi and we’re working 

hand-in-hand with the authorities here on a 
lot of initiatives: green landscape parks and 
part of what they’re planning for a sustainable 
and vibrant environment in Abu Dhabi. The 
plan is very ambitious but very achievable and 
part of that is creating a higher profile for the 
Emirate. Part of that is development. There’s 
a large international airport being built, which 
is due to finish in 2017. We’re committed to 
delivering our project on-time and at 100% 
quality in 2018.” 

From what we’ve seen already at Gulf-
Related, 2018 looks like being a good year 
for this Emirate on the development front. 

 +971 (0)2 671 6060
 info@gulfrelated.com
www.gulfrelated.com
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“We’re introducing over 10,000 square feet of green, 
natural areas. We’re doing that on the lower levels  

but also on the upper levels”
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